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Abstract

This work describes an approach to simulate contacts between three-
dimensional shapes with compliance and damping using the framework of the
differential variational inequality theory. Within the context of nonsmooth
dynamics, we introduce an extension to the classical set-valued model for
frictional contacts between rigid bodies, allowing contacts to experience local
compliance, viscosity, and plasticization. Different types of yield surfaces can
be defined for various types of contact, a versatile approach that contains
the classic dry Coulomb friction as a special case. The resulting problem is
a differential variational inequality that can be solved, at each integration
time step, as a variational inequality over a convex set.

Keywords: Variational inequalities, contacts, plasticity, friction

1. Introduction

Numerical methods for simulating systems that feature unilateral con-
tacts with friction are critical in many fields of applied mechanics. Real-life
problems include cases with few contacts, as in keylock mechanisms and
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clock escapements, as well as many-body dynamics applications involving
millions of contacts encountered when analyzing earth-moving machines op-
erating on granular soils. When a detailed analysis of the contact is required,
finite-element methods can be used to model the contact surfaces. However,
since this approach is prohibitively compute intensive when handling com-
plex many-body problems, it is most often abandoned for pointwise contact
models based on a limited number of parameters. In this category, discrete
element method (DEM) approaches [1], drawing on a regularization of the
frictional contact forces, require very small integration timesteps. Alterna-
tively, one can adopt a method based on nonsmooth mechanics [2], leverag-
ing a more robust differential variational inequality (DVI) integration scheme
[3, 4, 5].

Being able to deal efficiently with multibody problems with large amounts
of objects, DVI methods have been used to simulate granular assemblies
and bulk materials, for example, in [6, 5, 7]; but in most cases a simple
Coulomb contact model is used. Such a model is defined by a single friction
coefficient that neglects the effect of rolling friction, cohesion, compliance,
and so on. In this paper we extend the DVI contact model beyond the single
friction coefficient, yet retaining the efficiency of a formalism based on set-
valued functions. In previous work we described a DVI model that targeted
only the case of infinitely stiff frictional contacts [8]: that model had certain
limitations when the rigid body assumption needed to be relaxed. Recent
extensions to the DVI framework, encompassing compliance, are discussed
in [9, 10]. In our work here, we extend the model by introducing compliance
Ci ∈ R

3×3 and damping Ri ∈ R
3×3 matrices associated with each contact

event in the simulation and by defining yield surfaces Υi for optional plastic
flow in contacts that could also account for phenomena such as cohesion.

The proposed approach is similar to that in [11], where the authors han-
dled mostly mesh-based surfaces; in our model we also added plasticization
as an optional feature.

2. Background

In this section we introduce concepts and notations in convex analysis
that will be used in the rest of the article. More details can be found in [12].

A set K ∈ R
n is a n-dimensional cone if, for all x ∈ K, we have that

βx ∈ K for all β ∈ R
+. As for other sets, cones can be optionally convex,
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closed, or compact. A cone is said to be pointed or salient if it satisfies
K ∩−K = {∅}.

A set K in a generic real vector space equipped with an inner product
has a dual cone K∗ that is always convex regardless of the fact that K is a
cone too, or convex too. It is expressed as

K∗ = {y ∈ R
n : 〈y,x〉 ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ K} . (1)

The polar cone, strictly related to the dual cone of a set, is defined as

K◦ = {y ∈ R
n : 〈y,x〉 ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ K} = −K∗. (2)

The normal cone and the tangent cone to a closed convex set K at the
point x ∈ K are closed and convex and are respectively defined as

NK(x) = {y ∈ R
n : 〈y,x− z〉 ≥ 0, ∀z ∈ K} (3)

TK(x) = cl{β(y − x) : y ∈ K, β ∈ R
+} = NK(x)

◦. (4)

Note that if x is an interior point of K, it is always NK(x) = {∅}.
The recession cone or horizon cone of K is defined as

K∞
v =

{
lim
k→∞

tkxk : tk ↓ 0,xk ∈ Kv

}
, (5)

and it can be verified that K∞
v = {∅} if K is bounded.

3. Differential Variational Inequalities

Classical approaches based on the time integration of ordinary differ-
ential equations (ODEs) or differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) enforce
friction and unilateral contacts by means of regularization, leading to sharp
constraints and friction forces being approximated as stiff force fields. Regu-
larization approaches in ODEs and DAEs place a heavy computational bur-
den on the numerical integrator, which must handle highly nonlinear forces.
This in turn leads to extremely short integration timesteps required to main-
tain numerical stability. Compared with ODEs and DAEs, DVIs have only
recently gained widespread acceptance in the computational dynamics com-
munity. DVIs can be used to describe mechanical models that are subject
to nonsmooth events and set-valued constraints, such as those caused by
sticking and sliding friction. Additionally, they can deal with nonsmooth
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phenomena directly, resulting in greater efficiency, better numerical stability,
and enhanced robustness.

Since the seminal works by J. J. Moreau [13, 14] on measure differential
inclusions (MDIs), other authors have contributed to the topic of nonsmooth
mechanics, developing both theoretical and practical issues of great interest
in the field of mechanical simulations; see, for instance, [3, 15, 16, 17, 2, 18].

The theory of DVI provides a generalization of DAE problems with dis-
continuities and a set-valued right-hand side; in this context, MDIs are spe-
cial cases of DVIs [19]. Convergence results, existence, and uniqueness of
solutions can be found in [16, 19]. The formulation of DVIs exploits and
extends the theory of variational inequalities (VI), a fertile research topic in
mathematics that was shown to be consequential in application fields such
as continuum mechanics, tribology, game theory, and economy [20].

A generic VI is a problem of the type

x ∈ K : 〈F (x),y − x〉 ≥ 0 ∀y ∈ K, (6)

with K closed and convex and continuous F (x) : K → R
n. We call SOL(K, F )

the solution of problem (6). Then, a DVI is defined as the problem of finding
the absolutely continuous function x on [0, T ]:

dx

dt
= f(t,x,u) (7)

u ∈ SOL (K, F (t,x(t), ·)) , (8)

along with boundary conditions Ξ(x(0),x(T )) = 0.
Esistence and uniqueness of u in term (8) are assured, respectively, in the

case of coercive and monotone F (·).
A special case is when K = R

m and Eq. (8) becomes a constraint function
of the type F (t,x(t),u(t)) = 0: in this case, the DVI becomes a classic DAE,
as in mechanical systems with only smooth, bilateral constraints.

For our purposes, in nonsmooth frictional problems, x is the state of
the system: x = {vT ,qT}T . We must allow discontinuities in speeds to
accommodate impacts, if any. Moreover, it is known that there are problems
such as the Painlevé paradoxes that cannot be solved without this assumption
[21]. This extension leads to measure differential inclusions, where we assume
v to be a (discontinuous) function of bounded variation; that is,

∨b

a v is
finite in [a, b] ⊂ [0, T ], with vector Borel measure ν(dt) = dv(t) inducing
the Riemann-Stieltjes integrals

∫
φ(t)ν(dt) for any continuous φ(t). This
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allows impulsive events, given the singular decomposition of measures ν =
µs + jλ0, where µs is a signed vector Borel singular measure with Lebesgue-
null support, λ0 is a Lebesgue measure on R, and j is L1.

In general, the MDI for the mechanical problem is expressed as

dx(t)

dt
=

{
dv(t)/dt
dq(t)/dt

}
∈

{
Kv(t,v,q)

v(t)

}
= K(x, t), (9)

where the nontrivial part is the MDI

dv(t)

dt
∈ Kv(t,v,q), (10)

whose weak solution, according to the Stewart generalization of Moreau’s
definition, is defined as

∫
φ(t)ν(dt)∫
φ(t)dt

∈ co
⋃

τ :φτ 6=0

Kv(τ), (11)

when Kv(t,v,q) is a set-valued map with closed convex values and with
closed graph. Under the assumption of the pointedness of the recession cone
K∞

v , that is when K∞
v ∩ −K∞

v = ∅, it has been demonstrated [16] that the
weak solution is equivalent to the strong solution of (10).

Under the above assumptions, most timestepping numerical methods for
the solution of (9) generate approximating sequences of discrete solutions vk

and qk with k ∈ N and timesteps h, exhibiting convergence qk(·) → q(·)

with h ↓ 0 uniformly, vk(·) → v(·) with h ↓ 0 pointwise, and νk(·)
∗
⇀

ν(·) in weak∗ sense. Weak∗ convergence for sequences of measures means
that

∫
φ(t)νk(dt) →

∫
φ(t)ν(dt), that is,

∫
φ(t)ν(dt) = limk→∞

∫
φ(t)νk(dt)

for any continuous bounded φ(t) [22]. From a practical point of view this
means that, in terms of accelerations and speeds, the outputs of DVI methods
are not smooth functions but, rather, generalized functions, or distributions.
In particular, the computed reactions γ in constraints and contacts appear
as sequences of impulses rather than continuous force functions; yet it is
guaranteed that γk

∗
⇀ γ in weak∗ sense.1

1For plotting reasons one can transform the impulse distribution into “smoothed” force
graphs by dividing measures by timesteps. Note that in the absence of discontinuities this
would give the same plot of reaction forces as in a classical ODE.
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4. The DVI Model

We assume that the system state is defined by a vector of generalized co-
ordinates q ∈ R

mq and a vector of generalized speeds v ∈ R
mv . In multibody

dynamics it often happens that mq > mv; for instance, we represent the rota-
tions of rigid bodies in three-dimensional space with unimodular quaternions
ε ∈ H1 in order to avoid singularities in the parametrization of SO(R, 3).
Regardless, it is straightforward to define a linear map q̇ = Γ(q)v if q is
needed.

We also introduce generalized force fields fe(q,v, t) and gyroscopic forces
fc(q,v), giving a total force field ft(q,v, t) ∈ R

mv .
The inertial properties of the system are represented by the mass matrix

M(q) ∈ R
mv×mv , assumed positive definite, usually block-diagonal for the

rigid body case only.
Bilateral constraints, if any, are introduced by using a set GB of nb scalar

constraint equations, assumed differentiable everywhere:

Ψi(q, t) = 0, i ∈ GB. (12)

We introduce ∇qΨ
i = [∂Ψi/∂q]

T
and ∇ΨiT = ∇qΨ

iTΓ(q) to express the
constraint (12) at the velocity level after differentiation:

dΨi(q, t)

dt
= ∇ΨiTv +

∂Ψi

∂t
= 0, i ∈ GB. (13)

The set of unilateral contacts is denoted by GA. We assume that for
each unilateral contact there is a contact distance function Φ(q) that is con-
tinuously differentiable; this leads to the assumption that a contact normal
can be defined for each contact point, as well as a couple of contact points
aligned along this normal. For each contact i ∈ GA, we introduce the orthog-
onal space generator Di

γn
= ∇qΦ

iTΓ(q) and the two tangent space generators
Di

γu
, Di

γw
, with Di

γn
,Di

γu
,Di

γw
∈ R

mv ; for details about their formulation see,
for instance, [23].

For each contact point i, we consider a normal force γ̂i
n and two tangential

forces γ̂i
u and γ̂i

w. Also, we introduce the normal contact displacement yin and
the two tangential displacements yiu and yiw. For brevity, we will write

γ̂i
A = {γ̂i

n, γ̂
i
u, γ̂

i
w}

T (14)

yi = {yin, y
i
u, y

i
w}

T (15)

Di =
[
Di

γn
|Di

γu
|Di

γw

]
. (16)
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In the case of only bilateral constraints, the Lagrange multipliers γ̂i
B are

associated with the reaction forces in constraints, and the equations of motion
lead to an index 3 set of DAEs:

q̇ = Γ(q)v (17)

M(q)
dv

dt
=

∑

i∈GB

γ̂i
B∇Ψi + ft(t,q,v) (18)

Ψi(q, t) = 0, i ∈ GB. (19)

Introducing also unilateral contacts where contact forces are subject to
VI, one gets the following DVI:

q̇ = Γ(q)v (20)

M(q)
dv

dt
=

∑

i∈GB

γ̂i
B∇Ψi +

∑

i∈GA

γ̂i
AD

i + ft(t,q,v) (21)

Ψi(q, t) ∈ ∅, i ∈ GB (22)

γ̂i
A ∈ SOL

(
Υi, F (t,q(t),v(t), ·)

)
, i ∈ GA. (23)

This represents a DVI problem with γ̂i
A and γ̂i

B representing u of Eqs. (7) and
(8). Likewise, given that Eq. (22) is a special case of a VI over an unbounded
set Rnb , one has that

γ̂i
B ∈ SOL (Rnb , F (t,q(t),v(t), ·)) , i ∈ GB.

By defining proper sets Υi and functions F (t,q(t),v(t), ·) in the VIs of
the formulation above, one can develop different constitutive laws for contact
points, ranging from rigid to compliant and plastic behavior.

5. On Multibody Contacts

In the context of multibody mechanics, interactions are usually modeled
by sets of contact rules acting at the point of contact. The model discussed in
[4, 8], although efficient, is based on rigid frictional contacts; this assumption
is too restrictive in case we need to simulate, for instance, granular materials
that exploit cohesive phenomena and local elastoplastic deformations of the
particles such as when simulating earth-moving machines operating on soft
soils. On the other hand, ODE methods have difficulty representing rigid or
almost-rigid contacts.
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Figure 1: Basic constitutive relations for normal reaction.

This motivates our effort to identify a versatile contact model that can
accommodate effects such as cohesion, friction, compliance and plasticization
and that can be expressed as a set-valued function that fits well into our DVI
setting. By changing parameters, such a model must be able to encompass
the special case of dry friction between rigid bodies.

5.1. Compliance

The theories of Hertz, Mindlin, Cattaneo and Deresiewicz are often used
as the basis for many contact models for locally compliant bodies [24]. In
general, these models embed elements such as springs, dashpots, and sliders.
The slider accounts for friction. Moreover, the stiffness of the spring may
be hysteretic and/or nonlinear. A practical and often used model is the
so-called Hertz-Mindlin linear damped spring model, which uses two Kelvin-
Voigt spring dashpot systems in normal and tangential directions.

As an example, restricted to the normal component γ̂n of the contact force
and the contact distance yn, Figure 1 shows various types of constitutive laws
yn 7→ γ̂n.

Figure 1-a shows that the DVI approach previously used in [8] is a set-
valued function where, for yn = 0, γ̂n ∈ R

+, and no penetration is allowed;
this is equivalent to the complementarity constraint of the Signorini contact
condition: yn ≥ 0, γ̂n ≥ 0, 〈yn, γ̂n〉 = 0.

Conversely, Figure 1-b refers to a typical DEM contact and shows that
penetration is allowed depending on a finite stiffness. Introducing nonlinear
stiffness such as in Figure 1-c does not require much complication in DEM
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simulation codes. However, the higher the tangent stiffness, the more difficult
the DEM integration is. Hence, the case of k ↑ ∞ to approach the DVI rigid
contact of Figure 1-a) is out of the question in DEM.

In the following sections, however, we show how to extend the original
DVI formulation in order to take into account contact compliance as in Fig-
ure 1-b yet still allowing the original case of infinite stiffness in Figure 1-a.
Hence, the proposed DVI method has the advantages of both DVI and DEM
methods.

5.2. Cohesion

Cohesion between surfaces is caused by different physical mechanisms,
such as liquid bridges between particles and chemical bonds. Such com-
plex physical phenomena can significantly affect the macroscopic behavior of
granular assemblies of particles.

At atomic scales, interactions belong to the classes of bonds, van der
Waals and electrostatic forces between molecules, that can be modeled, for
example, by using the method of the attractive-repulsive potential of Lennard-
Jones. We remark that these intermolecular interactions can be predominant
when studying very small particles such as in the mechanics of powders and
cannot be neglected.

Since one cannot always simulate the smallest details of molecular dy-
namics, various models have been proposed in order to capture the cumula-
tive effect of molecular forces over an entire contact point, for example, the
Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) or the Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT)
models. In general, these short-range interactions are modeled as nonlinear
forces acting between two particles such as in the example of Figure 1-c, with
a negative part in the fourth quadrant.

Difficulties in handling cohesive forces can happen either when they show
high tangent stiffness or when they exhibit a dissipative nature, as in the
case of the irreversible breaking of bonds. Difficulties of the first kind lead
to stiff yet smooth problems that can be solved with ODEs and implicit in-
tegration; however, the second kind of problem, given the nonsmooth nature
of those phenomena, can fit well in the broader DVI context. As such, these
dissipative phenomena can be considered a special case of plasticity, a case
discussed in the following section.
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5.3. Plasticity

When dissipative phenomena take place, the contact force might depend
on the load history, which is a well-covered topic in the theory of plasticity.
Here we use the term plasticity in a broad sense, embracing either the classical
mechanism of material flow in continua, or other micro- and mesoscopic
phenomena that cannot be described by linear/nonlinear elasticity alone,
such as void collapse, crushing, or changes in chemical properties.

Figure 1-d shows how the original DVI contact model can be modified
to handle plasticization. For example, by exercising a pulling action, the
contact can withstand a cohesion up to 1, where the limit dn− is met; then
a displacement (a plastic flow) with constant cohesion will follow; when one
applies again a pushing action, the force will go from 2 to 3, and so on,
following further cycles as in points 4 and 5. This simple plasticization can
be more versatile if nonzero compliance is used, as in Figure 1-e. Optionally,
a compression plasticization limit can also be used, as in Figure 1-f .

Described here is a DVI contact model that can handle the case of Figure
1-f , while retaining the ability of handling all other cases. Hardening and
softening plasticity [25] can also be characterized by introducing a few other
parameters. The introduction of tangential effects, such as friction, can be
accommodated in a general DVI setting described next.

6. Elasto-Plastic DVI Contact Model

In this context, we assume that the contact force γ̂i
A = {γ̂i

n, γ̂
i
u, γ̂

i
w}

T must
satisfy a convex-set inclusion:

γ̂i
A ∈ Υ̂i, (24)

where Υ̂i is the yield surface of the contact point. Yield surfaces are used
also in continuum mechanics to define possible values of the strain tensor,
for example, the Mohr-Coulomb and the Drucker-Prager yield surfaces. A
single yield surface cannot exactly describe what happens if two particles with
different plastic yields come into contact. However, here we assume a unique
yield surface as a sufficient way to characterize microscale failure phenomena
in the contact as a whole, with a reasonable number of parameters that can
fit into simulations with millions of particles. The parameters for the shape
of the yield surface can be fitted by using experimental data, as typically
done when using a DEM approach [26].
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The plastic component yi
P of the displacement (plastic flow) and the

elastic component yi
E are related as

yi = yi
E + yi

P . (25)

Given that the displacement of the contact is yi, we introduce the follow-
ing assumptions.

Assumption 1. Associated plastic flow. The increment to the plastic dis-
placement is normal to the yield surface:

ẏi
P ∈ −NΥ̂i(γ̂

i
A). (26)

This imposes the condition that the derivative of the plastic component
of the displacement is orthogonal to the yield surface when γ̂i

A is on the
boundary of the yield surface, a hypothesis that in the context of continuum
mechanics is called associated plasticity. Although this assumption can be
limiting in some cases discussed later, it can make the problem more tractable
from a numerical point of view. We remark that, following the definition of
normal cones, the plastic flow is null when γ̂i

A is in the interior of Υi.
Along with the inclusion of Eqs. (24) and (26), given yi

E = yi − yi
P for

Eq.(25), we introduce the complete elastoplastic contact model:

γ̂i
A = −Ki

(
yi − yi

P

)
(27)

ẏi
P ∈ −NΥ̂i(γ̂

i
A) ; γ̂i

A ∈ Υ̂i. (28)

In Eq. (27) we use a stiffness matrix Ki ∈ R
3×3. A common case is when

Ki is a diagonal matrix having the normal and the two tangential stiffness
values on the diagonal. The minus sign reflects the convention that positive
reactions γ̂A are associated with pushing contact.

By differentiation, assuming Ki constant in time, Eq. (27) becomes

˙̂γ
i

A = −Ki
(
ẏi − ẏi

P

)
.

Given that ẏi = DiTv, one can discretize in time with timestep h = tl+1− tl,
hence getting

γ̂i,l+1
A − γ̂i,l

A

h
= −Ki

(
DiTvl+1 − ẏi

P

)
.
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After algebraic manipulations, one obtains

ẏi
P = DiTvl+1 +

(
hKi

)−1
γ̂i,l+1
A −

(
hKi

)−1
γ̂i,l
A ∈ −NΥ̂i(γ̂

i
A).

The MDI approach requires working with impulses rather than with forces.
Therefore, we use the notation hγ̂ = γ and obtain

ẏi
P = DiTvl+1 +

(
h2Ki

)−1
γi,l+1
A −

(
h2Ki

)−1
γi,l
A ∈ −NΥi(γi

A). (29)

In the MDI representation we used the cone Υ = hΥ̂. Incidentally, it is
easy to show that

NΥ̂i(γ̂
i
A) = NΥi(γi

A).

Equation (29) demonstrates that a time integration method must be
aware of the impulse at the previous step γi,l

A . However, from Eq. (27),

it follows that γ̂i,l
A = −Ki

(
yi,l − y

i,l
P

)
, so (hKi)

−1
γi,l
A = −(yi,l − y

i,l
P ). Using

this in Eq. (29) yields

ẏi
P = DiTvl+1 +

(
h2Ki

)−1
γi,l+1
A −

1

h

(
yi,l − y

i,l
P

)
∈ −NΥi(γi

A), (30)

which requires knowledge of yi,l
P , from the previous timestep. In a timestep-

ping scheme, this means that one must update

y
i,l+1
P = y

i,l
P + hẏi

P .

Introducing the notation

Ei = −
(
h2Ki

)−1
(31)

ci = −
1

h

(
yi,l − y

i,l
P

)
(32)

leads to
ẏi
P = DiTvl+1 − Eiγ̂i,l+1

A − ci ∈ −NΥi(γ̂i
A) . (33)

Given that

M
dv

dt
=

∑

i∈GA

Diγ̂i
A + f(q,v, t) ,

one can discretize in timesteps and write in terms of (vector signed) measures:

Mvl+1 = Mvl +
∑

i∈GA

Diγi,l+1
A + hf(q,v, t) .
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That is,

vl+1 = vl +M−1
∑

i∈GA

Diγi,l+1
A + hM−1f(q,v, t) . (34)

Next, we define

γE =
{
γ1T

A , γ2T

A , . . .
}T

(35)

DE =
[
D1|D2| . . .

]
(36)

c =
{
c1

T

, c2
T

, . . .
}T

. (37)

Moreover, we define the set Υ as the Cartesian product of all yield sur-
faces:

Υ = ×
i∈GA

Υi . (38)

Substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (30) yields the following inclusion:

ẏP = DE
TMDEγ

l+1
E +DE

T
(
vl + hM−1f(q,v, t)

)
−EEγ

l+1
E −c ∈ −NΥ(γ̂E) .

That is, by rearranging terms, we get

ẏP =
[
DE

TMDE − EE

]
γl+1
E +DE

T
(
vl + hM−1f(q,v, t)

)
− c ∈ −NΥ(γ̂E) .

Then, by introducing the vector r and the square matrix N ,

N ≡
[
DE

TMDE − EE

]
(39)

r ≡ DE
T
(
vl + hM−1f(q,v, t)

)
− c , (40)

we can write the entire problem as a VI that must be solved at each integra-
tion time step:

Nγl+1
E + r ∈ −NΥ(γE) ; γ

l+1
E ∈ Υ . (41)

Another way to write Eq.(41) is as a classical VI(F (γl+1
E ),Υ) with affine

F (γl+1
E ) = Nγl+1

E + r:

γl+1
E ∈ Υ :

〈
Nγl+1

E + r, z− γl+1
E

〉
≥ 0 ∀z ∈ Υ (42)
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This type of VI can be seen also as a QP with convex conic constraints.
In fact, given a functional f(γE), f ∈ C1(Υ), it is known that

min
γE∈Υ

f(γE) ⇔ γE ∈ Υ, gradf(γE) ∈ −NΥ(γE) . (43)

Thus, Eq. (41) represents the first order optimality condition for the
following QP:

min
γE∈Υ

1

2
γT
E NγE + γT

E r . (44)

Also, when Υ itself is a cone, Eq. (41) is equivalent to a cone complemen-
tarity problem (CCP).

7. Visco-Elasto-Plastic DVI Contact Model

We can extend the previous contact model to the case where damping is
also taken into account. Again we introduce a yield surface Υ̂i for γ̂i

A ∈ Υ̂i,
and we make the assumption of associate flow ẏi

P ∈ −NΥ̂i(γ̂i
A).

When we add the damping Ri ∈ R
3×3 for each contact point, the DVI

constitutive model for the visco-elasto-plastic contact becomes

γ̂i
A = −Ki

(
yi − yi

P

)
−Ri

(
ẏi − ẏi

P

)
(45)

ẏi
P ∈ −NΥ̂i(γ̂

i
A) ; γ̂i

A ∈ Υ̂i . (46)

By differentiating Eq. (45) and by using finite differences with timestep
h, one gets

γ̂i,l+1
A − γ̂i,l

A

h
= −Kiẏi +Kiẏi

P −Ri

(
ẏl+1 − ẏl

h

)
+Ri

(
ẏl+1
P − ẏl

P

h

)
.

After a few algebraic manipulations, and recalling that ẏl+1 = DiTvl+1, we
have that

ẏi
P = DiTvl+1+

(
h2Ki + hRi

)−1
γi,l+1
A −

(
h2Ki + hRi

)−1
(
γi,l
A + hRi(ẏl − ẏl

P )
)
.

(47)
For the entire system, by repeating the same steps that we did for the pre-

vious section, one again obtains a VI of the typeNγl+1
E +r ∈ −NΥ(γE) ; γ

l+1
E ∈

14



Υ; but in this case the formulation of N and r includes the effect of damping
because

Ei = −
(
h2Ki + hRi

)−1
(48)

ci =
(
h2Ki + hRi

)−1
(
γi,l
A + hRi(ẏl − ẏl

P )
)

. (49)

To simplify the computation of (h2Ki + hRi)
−1
, we defineRi as a Rayleigh

damping Ri = αi
MM i + αi

KK
i with M i being the mass matrix in the coor-

dinates of the contact. This has also the effect of reducing the number of
parameters of the constitutive model: only the two values αi

M and αi
K are

required for defining damping, instead of the nine components of Ri. Even
simpler, one can set

Ri = αi
KK

i.

Moreover, the term of Eq. (49) can be simplified by multiplying Eq. (45) by
h and rearranging, so hRi (ẏi − ẏi

P ) = −γi
A − hKi (yi − yi

P ), thus giving the
following handy expressions of Eqs. (48) and (49):

Ei = −
1

h(h+ αi
K)

Ki−1
(50)

ci = −
1

h+ αi
K

(
yi,l − y

i,l
P

)
. (51)

8. Yield Surfaces

Different shapes of yield surface, along with expressions for the Ki stiff-
ness and Ri damping, can be considered to approximate the physical prop-
erties of the contact. However, here we are interested only in simple shapes
that can depend on a small number of parameters. In this section we dis-
cuss few special cases of yield surfaces that can be useful for approximating
various physical phenomena in interparticle contacts.

The first case is depicted in Figure 2, where Υi is a Lorentz second-order
cone. This forces the tangential component of the contact force to be con-
tained in a circle whose radius is the normal force multiplied by a coefficient
µ, that is

√
(γi

u)
2 + (γi

w)
2 ≤ µγi

n. The angle of the cone is φ = tan−1(µ). The
model corresponds to the Amontons-Coulomb friction law for dry contact,
except that the sliding motion ẏP is on the surface of the polar cone Υi◦

rather than being horizontal, causing a dilatancy effect. Nevertheless, in [8]
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it has been shown that the stabilization in the ci terms makes the dilatancy
have a small finite limit that assumes the value zero for small sliding speeds,
namely for h ↓ 0 or for µ ↓ 0. Moreover, by leaving ẏ

i,l
P = 0 through all

timesteps, one gets ci = 1
h
(yi,l), which is the same stabilization term of [8].

The second case is shown in Figure 3. This is the simplest way to define
a cohesive set-valued contact law by introducing a single parameter, shown
as c in the figure. The result is a still a cone but translated along the vertical
axis. A practical consequence of this yield surface is that the contact can
withstand a normal pulling impulse up to c; beyond this limit, the cohesive
contact will drift apart, without breaking.2

Figure 4 shows an alternative where the yield surface is a “rounded”
version of the cone of Figure 3. That is, Υi is the Minkowski sum of an
Amontons-Coulomb friction cone and a ball B ∈ R

3. Again, a simple param-
eter d is required to define the cohesion. A more configurable surface could
be defined by introducing an ellipsoid instead of a sphere in the Minkowski
sum, hence allowing anisothropy, but at the cost of three parameters instead
of one. Again, here we recall that each additional parameter not only makes
the model calibration more difficult but also impacts the memory footprint
of very large simulations. Hence, as long as possible, one should try to use
simple yield surfaces. To this end, those in Figures 2, 3, and 4 are good
candidates.

Figure 5 illustrates how, at the cost of a single additional parameter r. a
simple modification of the approach captured in Figure 4 can lead to yield
capping. The yield surface is now bound also in the pushing direction, and
the contact can withstand plasticization also in the compression phase.

9. P-matrix Cone Complementarity Problems for Nonassociative

Plasticity

An important modeling issue is nonassociative plasticity, whereby dis-
placement at the plasticity limit is not orthogonal to the yield surface.

2To simulate cohesive contacts that collapse and break after they reach a limit plas-
ticization, one can make the shapes of the yield surfaces depending on yP rather than
constant, similar to what happens for hardening/softening plasticity in continua. For
example, if we force c to become zero after a given normal limit displacement; hence,
switching from Figure 3 to Figure 2, we can simulate breakable adhesion such as in glued
contacts.
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Figure 2: Yield surface for Coulomb
friction with associative flow.
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Figure 3: Yield surface for fric-
tion and cohesion, inspired by Mohr-
Coulomb.

This raises important well-posedness challenges that we now address. To
this end, we investigate the modification of the normal cone when the subject
cone is modified by a linear transformation.

Lemma 1. Let K be a cone in R
n and H ∈ R

n×n be an invertible matrix.
Then, for all γ ∈ K,

NHK(Hγ) = H−∗NK(γ) .

Proof From the invertibility of H we have that u = Hγ ∈ HK ⇔ γ ∈ K.
In turn, this implies that

v ∈ NHK(u) ⇔ 〈û− u, v〉 ≤ 0, ∀û ∈ HK.

Since H is invertible, we have that û ∈ HK ⇔ Hγ̂ = û for some γ̂ ∈ K.
Since u = Hγ, we obtain that

v ∈ NHK(u) ⇔ 〈H(γ̂ − γ), v〉 = 〈γ̂ − γ,H∗v〉 ≤ 0, ∀γ̂ ∈ K.

But the latter expression is precisely equivalent to H∗v ∈ NK(γ), which
proves the claim.

�
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Figure 4: Yield surface as a
Minkowski sum of a cone and a ball.
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Figure 5: Yield with capping for plasticiza-
tion in compression (crunching).

We now study extensions of (43) that allow the extension of our frame-
work to nonassociative plasticity laws. We thus study the following modified
cone complementarity problems,

γE ∈ Υ, NγE + r ∈ −H−1NΥ(γE), (52)

where H is a symmetric positive definite matrix. In the case of multiple
contacts, the cone Υ is a direct sum of three-dimensional cones. One possible
modeling approach is for the matrix H to be made of three-dimensional
blocks, one per contact. The structure of a generic block Hj is, with respect
to the variable ordering per contact γn, γu, γv:

Hj =




hj
11 0 0

0 hj
22 hj

23

0 hj
23 hj

33


 .

Roughly speaking, this model of plasticity allows the plastic flow to not be
normal to the yield surface as long as it makes an angle with the normal of
less than 90 degrees.

The question is now, of course, whether the model (52) now has a solution
at all. We write it in the equivalent form:

γE ∈ Υ, H (NγE + r) ∈ −NΥ(γE) . (53)

We begin with the following lemma.
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Lemma 2. Consider the eigenvalue decomposition of H, H = QTDQ, where
Q is orthogonal and D is a matrix with a positive diagonal. Problem (53) is
equivalent to the following:

ηE ∈ QΥ, D
(
ÑηE + r̃

)
∈ −NQΥ(ηE), (54)

where r̃ = Qr, Ñ = QNQT .

Proof

We have that (53) is, by means of the decomposition of H, equivalent to

γE ∈ Υ, QTD
(
QNQT (QγE) +Qr

)
∈ −NΥ(γE),

which is in turn equivalent to

γE ∈ Υ, D
(
Ñ(QγE) + r̃

)
∈ −QNΥ(γE). (55)

Using Lemma 1, we obtain that, since Q∗ = QT , and thus Q−∗ = Q,

QNΥ(γE) = NQΥ(QγE).

Denoting by QγE = ηE , and replacing it in (55), we prove this result. �

The significance of the previous result is that the nonassociative plas-
ticity cone complementarity problem (52) can now be written with respect
to a rotated cone as a cone complementarity problem whose matrix is the
diagonally scaled version of a positive semidefinite one.

For the final step leading to the proof of well-posedness of (52), we intro-
duce the following definitions.

Definition 1. A matrix T ∈ R
n×n has the P0 property if and only if

max
i=1,2,...,n

ui(Tu)i ≥ 0, ∀u ∈ R
n .

One can immediately see that a positive semidefinite matrix satisfies the
P0 property.

Definition 2. A matrix T ∈ R
n×n has the R0 property with respect to the

cone K if and only if

u ∈ K, Tu ∈ K∗, max
i=1,2,...,n

ui(Tu)i ≤ 0 ⇒ u = 0 .
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One can immediately see that a positive definite matrix has both the P0

property and R0 property. Unfortunately, the situation is not that simple
for our case, as we want to allow for N being positive semidefinite, not
being positive definite, as is the case when there is a high contact density,
in addition to rescaling with a diagonal matrix. The key needed properties,
however, are given by the following result.

Proposition 1. Assume N is symmetric positive semidefinite. Then,

(i) the matrix DÑ has the P0 property;

(ii) if the matrix N satisfies γTNγ > 0 for every 0 6= γ ∈ Υ, then DÑ has
the R0 property with respect to the cone QΥ.

Proof For part (i), assume that the result does not hold. Then, from Defi-
nition 1 we have that there exists u ∈ R

n such that

ui(DÑu)i < 0, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Since ui(DÑu)i = diui(Ñu)i and di > 0, we have

ui(Ñu)i < 0, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Thus 0 > uT Ñu = (QTu)TN(Qu), which contradicts the fact that N is
positive semidefinite. This proves (i).

For (ii), again assume that the result does not hold. Then, from Definition
2 we must have that there exists 0 6= η ∈ QΥ such that

ηi(DÑη)i ≤ 0, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

By the same reasoning as in part (i), this implies that

ηi(Ñη)i ≤ 0, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

and thus, that ~ηT Ñ~η ≤ 0. As ~η ∈ QΥ, it means that ∃~γ ∈ Υ, ~γ 6= 0, ~η = Q~γ.
As Ñ = QNQT , we obtain that ~γN~γ ≤ 0, which is a contradiction. The
proof of (ii) is thus complete. �

We are now ready for our main result.
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Theorem 1. Assume that the CCP problem (43) has a problem with sym-
metric semidefinite N and does not result in nontrivial internal forces, that
is,

γ ∈ Υ, Nγ = 0 ⇒ γ = 0.

Then the skewed complementarity problem modeling nonassociative plastic
flow (52) has a nonempty and bounded solution set.

Proof Assume that there is γ ∈ Υ, 0 6= γ such that γTNγ = 0. As N
is positive semidefinite, it means that γ is a minimum of uTNu and thus
satisfies the optimality condition Nγ = 0, but this contradicts the absence
of nontrivial interal forces. We thus have that

γ ∈ Υ, 0 6= γ γTNγ > 0,

and thus the assumption of Proposition 1 (ii) is satisfied. We can thus invoke

Propositions 1 (i) and (ii) to conclude that DÑ satisfies both the P0 and R0

property. Using now [27, Theorem 3.7], we obtain that the cone complemen-
tarity problem (53) has a nonempty and bounded solution set. Thus, from
Lemma 2 so does (52). The proof is complete. �

How might one find a solution to problem (52)? While we can extend the
Gauss-Seidel proof of convergence from [4] if H is sufficiently close to 1, this
may not occur in applications of interest.

An alternative is to use an interior-point approach, which we discuss
in the context of problem (53), though it can be immediately transformed
through the orthogonal matrix Q in an algorithm for (52). Assume that the
cone QΥ has a strictly convex barrier function IQΥ(η), which is three times
continuously differentiable for η in the interior of QΥ and which satisfies
IQΥ(η) → ∞ if η approaches the boundary ofQΥ. As in the context discussed
here, all cones are rotated, or otherwise scaled second-order cones in three
dimensional barriers can be easily found [27]. We then solve the parametric
nonlinear equation for α ∈ (0, 1].

DÑη + r̃(1− α) + αr̃0 + α∇IQΥ(η) = 0 .

The vector r0 is chosen such as to have a given interior point of QΥ as
a solution of the problem for α = 1. We now find the solution η(α) of this

problem through continunation in α. For this, we need to find dη(α)
dα

, which
can be solved for from the equation derived from the one above:
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DÑ
dη(α)

dα
+ α∇2

ηηIQΥ(η)− r̃ + r̃0 +∇IQΥ(η) = 0 .

We note that the matrix of this linear equation is the sum of a P0 matrix
with a positive definite matrix (for α 6= 0) and is thus a P matrix, and hence,
invertible. So the path η(α) is uniquely defined. Since (53) also has the R0

property, it follows that this path is bounded and that any accumulation
point is a solution of (53).

Therefore interior-point algorithms can be used to solve such problems.

10. Implementation

In this section we discuss some practical issues related to an efficient
implementation of a solver.

10.1. The VI Solver

When the convexity assumpion can be accepted and associated flow is in-
volved, which happens in most cases, efficient solution schemes can be used.
Rather than directly solving the VI of Eq. (42), we elected to solve the QP
of Eq. (44) using a spectral projected gradient (SPG) iterative method [28].
The SPG method solves the convex-constrained optimization problems by
performing at each step a gradient projection of an efficient Barzilai-Borwein
iteration and enforcing a Grippo-Lampariello-Lucidi line search. A benefit
of the SPG method is that it relies only on two computational primitives:
matrix-vector multiplication and projection on convex sets (the yield sur-
faces, in our case). Requiring only matrix-vector operations, SPG relies on
software constructs that are ideally suited for computation on the graphics
processing unit (GPU) cards [23]. The SPG method performs better than
our previous solver that was based on projected fixed-point iterations [8].

10.2. On Warm Starting

When infinitely stiff contact models are used in DVI formulations, the so-
lution of the VI problem may exhibit slow convergence. In these cases, warm
starting the solver with the values of the dual variables from the previous
timestep does not improve convergence since contacts are often subject to
a random pattern of activation that makes warm starting ineffective. How-
ever, we noticed that a positive side effect of introducing compliant contacts
was that warm starting became effective in accelerating the VI solver. For
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instance, Figure 6 shows the scenario where pressure caused by a large mass
of a metric ton is applied over thousands of spheres packed in a 1m×0.7m
box with a drawer that is pulled on the side; in this class of problems the
introduction of warm starting allowed a reduction of two to three times on
the number of iterations without affecting the precision, thus contact forces
(Fig. 7) can be found faster than with infinitely stiff particles.

 

Figure 6: Shear test for granular assem-
blies.

 

Figure 7: Normal contact forces.

10.3. Notes on Computing Contact Parameters
In continuum mechanics, yield limits have the dimensions of pressure,

whereas in the above discussed model we must define these limits (such as
the d cohesive parameter in Figure 4) on a per contact basis, hence, with
the dimensions of a force. When solving in terms of measures as in (29) in
order to allow impulsive events, such limits are also multiplied by h and get
the dimension of impulses. It is not always possible to automatically com-
pute these per contact yield limits starting from the yield limits as stresses
(those that are available in literature) because one would need at least some
information on the contact areas represented by each contact. Indeed, the
problem is that for singular contact cases, such as two stacked boxes, the
number of contact points is not even uniquely defined: it might depend on
the type of the collision detection algorithm, and it could even change er-
ratically from one timestep to another. A similar difficulty arises in defining
the contact compliance. However, an interesting exception is the frequent
case of contacts between spheres, that produce only single contact points
between pairs, so yield limits and compliances are easily determined and can
be defined before the simulation starts.
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10.4. Notes on Plastic Flow

When plasticization is taken into account, the plastic flow y
i,l
P at the be-

ginning of the l-th step must be known for each i-th contact; this means
that at the end of the timestep computation the updated y

i,l+1
P value must

be stored somewhere, to be used for the next step. Such data can be saved
in a persistent contact manifold; that is, it can be associated with the i-th
contact if it survives across timesteps. This solution works fine if contacts
never separate, as in dense granular packings, and for small displacements
of contacts: in fact if the contact experiences large tangential motion dur-
ing plasticization (for example, as in the case of a sliding sphere that digs a
trench over another sphere), this is not sufficient, and the plastic flow must
be stored in a fine mesh that covers the surfaces, similarly to what happens
in continuum mechanics with FEM. This would introduce a large amount of
data that, expecially when replicated for the thousands of particles in gran-
ular matter, would hamper the benefit of using the fast DVI method instead
than a full FEM description of the moving parts; hence one might consider
storing plastic flow on a very coarse mesh for each particle, which would be
sufficient to capture the macroscopic effects of collective plasticization with-
out requiring much detail per each particle. As a side note, for the special
case of irreversible cohesion, given the small amount of displacement and
given the fact that once contacts break apart, the plastic flow is not used
anymore, thus storing the plastic flow in the contact manifold is enough.

11. Example

We present the example of the compaction and shear test of a granular
media because in perspective, after this type of calibration, one could use
the method to study advanced cases of earth-moving machines (bulldozers,
agricultural vehicles) interacting with soil.

A soil sample is put in a box with base 0.1 m × 0.1 m and height 0.2 m and
is cut in two stacked parts. The upper part of the box can shift horizontally,
and the force reacting to the shear displacement is measured [29].

In the simulation of this example, a mass of 100 kg is applied over the
granular matter. This corresponds approximately to a pressure of 10 Pa over
a surface of 0.1 m × 0.1 m.

The simulation is performed considering 720 spherical bodies, whose prop-
erties are listed in Table 1, resulting in a compliant cohesionless granular
matter compacted under the load mass as shown in Figure 8. Normal and
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tangential compliances are 0.9 × 10−7 m/N and the damping coefficient is
αK = 0.1.

Number Density Diameter Friction

90 1700 kg/m3 0.020 m 0.5
630 1700 kg/m3 0.010 m 0.5

Table 1: Families definition of granular material

Figure 8: Shear test for granular assem-
blies in a shear box of 0.1 m × 0.1 m.
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Figure 9: Vertical position of the load over
the granular material.

At the beginning of the simulation the upper mass is released over the
granular material and falls down from a small height, as shown in Figure 9,
compressing the particles until the expected pressure is reached.

Among the possible outputs, in this example we focus on the vertical
force on the floor and on the shear resistance on the upper part of the box,
which are related respectively to the normal pressure and to the shear stress
of the soil.

The trend of the vertical load on the box floor is plotted in Figure 10.
One can spot the instant when the upper mass reaches the granular matter,
corresponding to the sudden increase of the load of almost 1000 N, as ex-
pected. At the same moment one can see a spike in shear forces of Figure 11,
probabily due to a lock-in effect between the masses. After 0.1 s from this
event, the shear test begins and the upper part of the box shifts; hence the
shear force increases.

This test provides a small shear speed, allowing one to measure the shear
resistance in quasistatic conditions (reaching the breakup stress would require
longer simulation periods, but it was not the goal of this example).
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Figure 10: Vertical load on the box floor.
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box.

Figures 12 and 13 show the modulus and the direction of the pebbles
within the granular matter at t = 1.2 s. The predominant component is due
to the downward motion of bulk under the compaction effect of the upper
load, whereas the shift displacement due to the shift of the upper part of the
box is less significant, as the shear speed is very low.
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Figure 12: modulus of the particles speed
under the vertical load.
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Figure 13: Particles speed direction under
the vertical load.

12. Conclusions

This work discusses how to extend a DVI method used to capture fric-
tional contact in rigid bodies dynamics problems to accommodate also local
compliance, viscous damping and plasticity in contact points. The benefit
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is that nonsmooth phenomena such as unilateral frictional contact, cohe-
sion and piecewise plasticity are solved directly at each time step as a single
complementarity problem using a VI or QP solver.

Future work must address the following issues: improving the convergence
of the VI solver in case of very large systems (millions to billions of contact
events), finding an efficient way of storing the plastic flow in different zones of
the surface, and evaluating the possibility of adopting interior-point methods.
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Appendix A: Formulation of D vectors

We assume that the vector of generalized velocities v contains the speeds
of the centers of mass of the bodies ẋ(W ) expressed in absolute coordinates
(W ) and the angular velocities ω(i) expressed in the local coordinates of the

i-th body, as v =
[
ẋ
(W )
1 , ω

(1)
1 , ẋ

(W )
2 , ω

(2)
2 , . . . ,

]T
.

Given a contact between a pair of two rigid bodies A and B, we de-
fine the positions of the two contact points with respect to the centers of
mass, expressed in the coordinate systems of the two bodies, as s

(A)
A and

s
(B)
B . The absolute rotations of the coordinate systems of the bodies are

R
(W )
A , R

(W )
B ∈ SO(R, 3) and the absolute rotation of the contact plane is

R
(W )
P ∈ SO(R, 3) = [n,u,w]. Thus, assuming A as the reference body, and

assuming small distance s
(W )
A − s

(W )
B , the vectors Dγn , Dγu , Dγw have the

following simple expression Dγ = [Dγn ,Dγu ,Dγw ] ∈ R
3×mv :

DT
γ =

[
0, . . . −R

(W )T

P , R
(W )T

P R
(W )
A s̃

(A)
A , . . . ,

0, . . . RT
P , −R

(W )T

P R
(W )
B s̃

(B)
B , . . . , 0

]
(56)

where s̃ is the skew symmetric matrix such that s̃x = s ∧ x.
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We remark that, because of the extreme sparsity of (56), only the two
following 3× 6 matrices need to be stored per each contact.

DT
γ,A =

[
−R

(W )T

P , R
(W )T

P R
(W )
A s̃

(A)
A

]
(57)

DT
γ,B =

[
R

(W )T

P , −R
(W )T

P R
(W )
B s̃

(B)
B

]
(58)
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